www.fuse-events.com

www.truckstopgirlz.com

www.myspace.com/girlsoffuse

ABOUT FUSE-EVENTS
FUSEevents was created by Linda Fusco and Michelle Agnew in 2001 to attract hot, young edgy, and very,
very sexy girls who like to unwind from their professional lives by having fun and flirting. And, these regulars
have more in common than just hipster clothing and party girl attitudes: FUSEevents caters to the lesbian
crowd.
At its inception, FUSE-EVENTS’ Thursday night created an alternative to the cookie-cutter club crowd and
offered a sophisticated one of a kind event that has now grown into several unique and wildly popular
weekly events, two much-anticipated monthly Saturday promotions, and other special events that have the
girls lining up, anxiously waiting to get past the velvet ropes.
Prior to FUSEevents, options for hip and trendy lesbians were few. Linda and Michelle saw the need for a
place these girls could go to have a good time and have been providing the scene these girls needed ever
since.

WHAT IS THE FUSE CROWD?
You won’t find any flannel on the dance floor on FUSE-EVENTS nights. No mullets, or custom pool cues
either. You will find trendy, sophisticated women, with discerning tastes and a need to party in an
atmosphere that reflects this new representation of the young Lesbian party girl.
FUSE-EVENTS provides venues that celebrate this new complex provocative group who repeatedly bring in
an equally trendy gay male crowd as well as a consistent celebrity presence.

FUSE IS WHERE THE GIRLS ARE!
A.P.O. TUESDAYS (re-launches in s p r in g 2 00 9)
FUSE hosted L.A.’s first and only regular upscale event for women nine years ago at Felt Restaurant – now
O-Bar Restaurant. With an A-List celebrity crowd, this event quickly became the hottest event in town and
propelled FUSE-EVENTS to their current status as the premier event company for women.
Building on this success, and in order to continue to provide a lower-key, more upscale event, FUSE now
hosts this exclusive VIP event at various high-end lounges and restaurants in Los Angeles and West
Hollywood. The venues change often in order to keep the event exclusive and to ensure it is where
grownups gather for cocktails, dinner and later on… dancing.
PANTY RAID: THURSDAYS at Here Lounge
The kind of music and fun your mama said… would make you go blind!
FUSE provides a place where young lesbians and their friends can hang out and relax in this upscale club
with their favorite cocktails, take a “lap” around the lounge and large outdoor patio to schmooze and flirt, or
head downstairs where top L.A.-area DJs Josh Peach and Lezlee battle each other to drive the crowd into a
dancing frenzy with R&B, soul, funk, pop, electronica, mash-ups and dance favorites. Whatever your mood,
Thursdays at Here Lounge is the place to be.
TRUCK STOP: FRIDAYS at Here Lounge
What is Truck Stop? Truck stop is West Hollywood’s hottest party for women on Friday nights. Girls gather
from all points -- no Zip code lines! Hot, sassy, sexy glam rockin’ girls who aren’t afraid to throw down and
have a good time. And those are just the bartenders…
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These sexy, unbelievably hot Truck Stop Girls dole out saucy service and special dance performances
guaranteed to make even the shyest girls get up and get their groove on.
This is Truck Stop – it’s the night for those who have been saving themselves for that one special night a
week. It’s the night when girls cut loose and break their hooker boots in to the music of DJ Brynn Taylor
spinning 80’s Pop and Glam Rock ‘til 2am, leaving everyone wanting more… but having to wait until the next
Friday.
L WORD: SUNDAYS at Falcon Restaurant
Dinner, cocktails and lesbian drama… could be any day of the week, but on Sundays, the drama isn’t
personal – it’s the L Word. And, since everyone loves drama, this event is filled to capacity at 7 p.m. for the
first screening, and again at 10 p.m. for the second screening, with girls sticking around until 2 a.m. to flirt,
dance and compare on-screen drama to personal dramas.
The Falcon is a fine dining restaurant with two large screens set up inside the venue for the screenings, and
a projection of the show on the wall of the large dining patio as well. It has become the norm for the
executive production staff, writers and actors of the hit series, as well as other celebrities, to pop in and
check out this event.
SATURDAY MONTHLY EVENTS at Eleven Restaurant and Lounge
This monthly event for women caters to FUSE’s more discerning clientele. The evening begins with a social
dining setting and turns into a high energy dance club event, featuring DJ Lezlee on the boards spinning a
mix of Latin lounge, dance mash-ups and hip•hop.
The demographic of this event ranges from 35 + for the dining portion of the evening to 21-35 for the dance
club portion of the evening., with many of the older crowd remaining for at least a portion of the dance club
evening, especially in order to schmooze and catch up on the large outdoor patio.
SATURDAY HEAT at Hamburger Mary’s in Long Beach
DJ Saratonin heats up the dance floor with Hip Hop, Reggaeton, R&B and Funk at this once-monthly event
for women in Long Beach. Hundreds of women from Long Beach, Orange County and Los Angeles come
out to this steamy event to mingle away from the “West Hollywood scene,” get their grooves on, and maybe
pick up a new dance move… or a new girl.

And there’s still MORE to FUSE
Gay Pride weekend in West Hollywood
Photography Installation Shows
Political Fundraisers
Monthly Lesbian Film Showcases
Nightclub Fashion Shows
Music Release Parties
Premier Parties
Dinah Shore Weekend in Palm Springs

WHAT FUSE DOES BEST…

“This is the place to don your leather stitch-up pants, Joan Jett T-shirt and the boots that cost more than
your monthly car payment and strut your stuff, slumming in style at West Hollywood’s most outrageous
lesbian night”
-- Curve Magazine
“…week after week, everyone is showing up, even if it means lining up on Robertson Boulevard, wrapping around
Santa Monica Boulevard and waiting for hours for a chance to squeeze in before it's over.
The 4,000-square-foot L-shaped lounge has a capacity of 500, but by the time the club closes at 2 a.m., 700 to 900
partygoers have come and gone.”
-- LA Times

